












DUWA-2021-01 (Dusky Warbler) 
1st round voting – March 2, 2022 
 
Accepted:  9 
Not Accepted:  0 
 
ACCEPTED, VERIFIED 
Photos clearly show and descriptions are indicative of an Old World warbler. Phylloscopus warblers are notoriously 
challenging but I'm fairly certain that this bird is correctly identified. While incredibly rare, I would assume that 
Arctic Warbler, Kamchatka Leaf Warbler, and Willow Warbler are the next most likely candidates. The recorded 
and described calls of the reported bird eliminate all three of the other candidates. Supporting this is the bird's lack 
of any wing bar, a field mark found on Arctic and Kamchatka. Additionally the pale brown underparts eliminate 
Willow. This individuals was found at the same time as two individuals at separate locations along the California 
Coast and follows an expected pattern of vagrancy for Dusky Warbler. Even though some individual descriptions 
and photographs leave more to be desired, the culmination of all reports, in addition to audio, provide more than 
adequate documentation for what I believe is Oregon's first Dusky Warbler.  
 
Great documentation of this distinctive phylloscopus warbler. Only potential confusion species is Radde's Warbler, 
which I think is unrecorded in the U.S. (at least in the lower 48). Dusky has a slimmer, more pointed bill than 
Radde's and a more well-defined supercilium in front of the eye--photos show these features well. More 
importantly, the call is different and this bird has the call of a Dusky Warbler. 
 
Although the genus phylloscopus can be notoriously challenging for birders, between the unique set of plumage 
attributes and the distinct vocalizations, I feel confident that this bird was unequivocally a Dusky Warbler. A great 
find, and some really stellar reports to boot.  
 
Other similar species such a Caucasian Chiffchaff and Radde's Warbler ruled out by red brown leg color, bill color 
pattern, plain auricular, and white supercilium fading to tan behind the eye. The reports collectively provide a good 
discussion ruling out other species. 
 
Fantastic first state record! Excellent descriptions and diagnostic photos and recordings, enough to rule out any of 
the other, potentially confusing, Phylloscopus species. 
 
Very difficult ID made by experienced observer, subsequently seen by multiple observers. Photos confirm. This 
species was also present California at time of observation. 
 
This bird was well seen and photographed by many observers. Among the species most similar to Dusky Warbler 
are Chiffchaff and Arctic Warbler. This bird had a wider, more prominent supercilium and a stronger, bolder black 
line through the eye than a chiffchaff would have. Arctic Warblers, Japanese Leaf Warblers, and Kamchatka Leaf 
Warblers look similar to the bird in question, but have more olive green tones on the back than this bird had. Arctic 
Warblers, Japanese Leaf Warblers, and Kamchatka Leaf Warblers also have longer, brighter white superciliums in 
general than this bird had and have small white wing bars. I heard the chip note of the bird in question and its chip 
note seemed consistent with that of a Dusky Warbler. 
 
Terrific documentation that together appears to cover all the bases. Very glad the documentation was this good 
for a first state record and a difficult ID.  
 
Nice photos by Dan Heyerly. Would have been nice if it showed up on the day I chose to go. 
 
Seen and photographed well. Voice recording. All consistent with Dusky identification. 
 
 
 


















